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Abstract

With this article, the author intends to outline a legitimising basis for implementing
education for sustainable development (ESD) in early childhood education, in juridical,
pedagogical and political terms. Starting from our current ecological crisis, the ontological
assumptions of modern culture are considered obstructive to possibilities for mitigation.
The author affirms a need for constructing new conceptual frameworks in the field of
ESD suitable also for the youngest children. The very logic of the reigning notion of
knowledge requires revision in order to secure successful implementation as well as
fostering citizens with the moral agency required to meet calamity. Ontological insights
from deep ecology are suggested integrated with the more practical epistemological
concept of ecological habitus. Possible gains are not exclusively related to sustainability,
but also include positive impacts on the life quality of young children as such.
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Introduction

Following up on international initiatives on education for sustainable development (ESD)
such as the United Nations [UN] Bonn Declaration (United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organisation [UNESCO], 2009), the Norwegian Directorate for Education
and Training [UDIR] stated in a central strategic policy document that knowledge on
sustainable development (SD) should imbue all levels of the educational system (UDIR,
2006). However, empirical studies implicate that this seldom pans out in practice (Raabs,
2010; Sinnes & Jegstad, 2011). While SD as such has become an integral part of the
language and justification of policy in Norway, educational practices tell of a different
story. The absenteeism of sustainability issues might partly be related to the lack of
competence and confidence in interdisciplinarity, a central pillar of and necessary metho-
dological prerequisite for ESD, in current praxis. More significantly, the paradigmatic
idea of modernity implicating that problems are to be split up and understood in purely
atomistic ways seems to permeate educational thinking (Morin, 2001). The system is
serving as apologist for the modern industrial society that brought about our current
environmental struggles, as parts of the broad hegemonic process for ìconsumer dream-
structuresî (OíSullivan, 1999, p. 43). The focus of learning is weighted towards developing
and accumulating technical knowledge, whilst emancipatory and agentive dimensions
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are principally deficient. The ecological crisis we are faced with today challenges this
epistemology-based on substantial dualism, with its fundamental ontological division
between nature and culture. Such logic has allowed natural resources to appear as
inexhaustible sources that the Promethean human being can advantage from (White,
1967; Ingold, 1992). Approaches towards dealing with environmental and distributive
challenges are in light of this characterised by a techno-rational logic (Bell, 1991).
However, the complexities of environmental issues today reveal the inadequacy of the
corresponding understanding of knowledge and epistemology.

Moreover, the understanding of ESD seems to be locked into a traditional logic of
education in general and, more specifically, what has commonly been termed as
environmental education, with hegemonic weight placed on the traditional ëhardí
sciences. The importance of cultural and social aspects is not recognised, contradictory
to the very purpose of SD with its interdependent dimensions. Importantly, this leads to
a lack of integration of democracy and participation in educational practice and learning
processes. However, seeing children as competent agents of change is integral to the
implementation of ESD. Davis (2009) recognises this as the difference between education
about, in and for the environment, arguing that the latter is commonly left out. In
addition to the obvious pedagogical arguments in this context, this is not least highly
problematic in light of childrenís relatively new won formal rights as citizens through
the UN Declaration of the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) (UN, 1989). This also holds
extensively true concerning the core values of the local juridical framework on education
in Norway.

Aims of the article

As this article argues, if we are to achieve the goals of ESD, it is a necessary logical step
to reconceptualise our very notions of environmental education, pedagogy and childrenís
development as such. Fundamentally, this includes recognising the important role of
early childhood education (ECE). As Sarronmaa and Sarronmaa (2009) point out, the
educational system commonly meets ecological challenges either with suggesting isolated
practical didactic solutions or emphasising the unclear relation between school policy
and political will. The last strategy they suggest, that of establishing theoretical per-
spectives as foundations for pedagogic praxis, seems to be quite absent from the picture.
Hereunder, the forthcoming work is intended as a contribution in this regard, but almost
as much purely a legitimating basis for the necessity of turning efforts at the very ontolo-
gical and epistemological foundations of current educational thinking and including
also the very youngest of the system. Interestingly, the article shows that by integrating
elements from ecological philosophy and practice theory with educational thinking, the
conceptualisation of life quality for young children can also be addressed through the
concept of ESD.

Thus, there are two inter-reliant aspects to be elucidated in the forthcoming,
hereunder

1) the importance of understanding ESD as a process of social learning and a
fundamentally value-based approach in order to develop new theoretical
understandings;

2) the significance of an emerging new understanding of young children as citizens
for transforming theoretical concepts into educational practice.
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The article is primarily intended to function as an outline of a situation and context, the
scope is more broad than deep. However, a concept of ecological habitus is tentatively
suggested as a starting point for further development of new theoretical frameworks.

Presentation of the field

The Norwegian kindergarten tradition and ESD

In the undoubtedly quite gloomy context of the conditions for ESD in Norway, a lacking
focus on the youngest children is a particularly severe precedence. In the governmental
strategy on ESD, ECE is briefly mentioned but not treated in further depth at all. On the
one hand, this might be understood to reflect the above-mentioned focus on rationalistic
knowledge, in that the pre-school sector in Norway traditionally has held an ambivalent
attitude towards being included in the school system as such, given the strong and domi-
nant social-pedagogic tradition in the field (Kunnskapsdepartementet [the Norwegian
Ministry of Education and Research] [KD], 2009). This is especially connected with a
resistance towards the concept of education. Discourse on kindergartens has been
coloured by a parallel need of defining it as ësomething differentí in relation to school
and, at the same time, legitimising it as school-preparatory in response to international
as well as national political pressures (Oodegaard & Kr¸ger, 2012). Moreover, it might
be related to views on the nature of the type of knowledge ESD involves as it is a
common view to see the youngest children as too cognitively immature to be faced with
the harsh realities of global environmental issues such as climate change (Edlev, 2008).

Not necessarily all wrong, this fails to recognise the dual advantages both in terms
of childrenís cognitive development and well-being as well as reaching societal goals of
SD with the implementation of ESD into ECE. UNESCO states that ESD ìshould be of
a quality that provides the values, knowledge, skills, and competencies for sustainable
living and participation in societyî (UNESCO, 2009, p. 4). These values correspond
strikingly well with the core goals in the Norwegian curriculum document for kinder-
gartens (KD, 2011), where the holistic process of development and learning as Bildung
(Norwegian danning) has precedence over pure knowledge acquisition. Additionally,
the absence of ESD perspectives reflects the lack of an adequate conceptual framework
for politically acknowledging, theoretically understanding as well as practically opera-
tionalising the connections between young children, participation and sustainability.

A field with a plan

In the curriculum and core strategic documents of the Norwegian kindergarten system,
issues related to the environment and sustainability are commonly placed in a ënature-
categoryí. Thus, the foundations are to be found in natural science subjects, whilst the
crucial cultural dimension is disregarded. In the curriculum plan for kindergarten, aspects
related to SD are placed under the headline ìNature, environment and techniqueî, and
only implicitly mentioned in terms of ìenvironmental protectionî (KD, 2009, p. 45).
This reflects the permeating externalist idea of nature described above, as substantially
different from us and something which needs to be protected due to its instrumental
value to humans, neglecting its inherent value. More deeply, it is not sensitive to the
pluralism of SD as such. While terms like skills and knowledge dominate school curri-
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culum, the idea of learning in kindergarten is concentrated towards competences and
development in the broad sense. The approach is remarkably consistent with the core
idea of ESD. ìFor the individual, SD is the capacity of lifelong learning and development,
which is based on a personís all-round harmonious developmentî (KD, 2009, p. 13).

In fact, the term ESD might not even be sufficient to understand the whole picture;
we should perhaps aim for educating for a sustainable citizenship as such, related to the
choices of everyday life and sustainability as concrete, lived experience (Gadotti, 2008).
This is however in no way discipline-specific and should not be confined to natural
sciences alone. As Otto and Wohlpart (2009) write, the humanities are especially well
disposed to effect values and beliefs and thus effect change in cultural and cognitive
systems. After all, the technological and economic solutions proposed will have to be
undertaken and interacted with by living human beings. What is more, in the European
strategy for ESD developed by the United Nations Commission for Europe [UNECE], it
is made clear that both formal and informal learning contexts are fundamental (2003).
Thus, there is no factual opposition between a highly social-pedagogical kindergarten
ideal and integration of ESD in plans, ideas and practices of learning for the youngest
children; rather the opposite. Educating for a more sustainable future is at the core not
solely about meeting and mitigating ëchallengesí, but more deeply interconnected with
the quality of life by emphasising problem solving, critical thinking skills and ìdemocratic
means of promoting valuesî (Huckle, 1999, p. 38). The interconnectedness between
life quality, education and developing self-identity is thus incorporated in the very term.
This will in the forthcoming be illustrated by adding insights from deep ecology and
place pedagogies to serve as proposed motivational structures.

Central terms

Young children ñ what are they?

In the context of the Norwegian kindergarten, the children discussed are at the ages 1ñ5
years old. After institutions for young children were organised by national law in 1975,
the number of children receiving such services has skyrocketed. Today, around 90% of
children attend kindergarten, and many spend as much as 40 hours per weeks there.
The new reality of everyday life for the youngest members of society has spurred media
debates and made governmental attention within the field more substantial. Contrary
to what is described in Davis (2009) on the complexity and diversity of the ECE systems
in many countries, the kindergarten sector in Norway is made quite uniform through
substantial central governance. Its social-pedagogical tradition has always kept ëcareí
at its centre, but is increasingly challenged by material realities of the institution as well
as the much powerful political discourse of learning. Although the responsibility for
providing children with joy, care and well-being is firmly asserted in the national laws
for kindergarten, the visions of objective rationality is lurking in the background. Already
in 1996, the project ìMaking Lifelong Learning a Reality for Allî was launched by the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development [OECD], and education in
a life-span perspective became part of public debate in Europe (Juell, 2010). With the
reports ìStarting Strongî (OECD, 2001, 2006) the kindergarten sector in Norway was
truly integrated in the educational sector through the concept of lifelong learning. This
is, however, a concept of learning strongly grounded in the neoliberal discourse, which
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comes with economic connotations, making the learning process figure in a logic of a
transaction where the pupil receives ëgoodsí (Biesta, 2009). Quality is hence commonly
understood as quantifiable results and the achievement of standardised goals. Among
the highly debated issues of kindergartens is the increase in pressure to apply mapping
tools and formal testing of childrenís basic skills in language and mathematics (Oostrem,
2009).

So what is then ëeducationí and ëlearningí when it comes to the youngest children?
In this context, there is a need to distinguish between different ideological views of
what children fundamentally are in social terms. Seeing children and childhood as histo-
rically flexible and thus socially constructed is by no means controversial, and Aries
(1973) argued that the idea of childhood as such is a modern invention. The ideas of
children in modern sociology can be roughly divided into two ideological categories.
One perspective regards children as becomings who are naturally set to develop gradually
into adult human beings and hence should be considered ëunfinishedí. The other strand
understands children as beings in themselves and thus as competent citizens (James,
Jenks, & Prout, 1998). The roots of modern pedagogy and educational thinking have
been cut out by the former, cultivating our positivistic need to control, form and stan-
dardise to preserve order (Steinsholt & Oksnes, 2003). In this view, we ëproduceí adults
through education that is cut out to fit the modern society that actually brings about
our current environmental troubles.

Learning and cultural formation

Current research traditions are more commonly based on social constructionist views
where children are understood as social actors with agency, quite different from older
universalistic traditions such as development psychology and functionalistic sociology
(Lysaa, 2012). Children are seen as competent individuals forming their own lives and
identities. Here the Norwegian concept of danning can be key to developing a more
adequate theoretical platform for implementing ESD as education for the environment.
The term can be traced back to the ancient Greek paideia, the Socratic dialogue, critical
thinking and active learning as core. It was later revived but the bourgeoisie enlightenment
as bildung, bringing with it connotation problems, appearing highly normative and
associated with class-specific ideals of the bourgeoisie enlightenment (Ariansen, 2011).
However, by applying the term cultural formation as an alternative understanding, the
processual aspects as well as participation are emphasised (Oodegaard & Kr¸ger, 2012).
In the Norwegian context, cultural formation has been defined as a lifelong process of
versatile self-development (KD, 2009). Applying this concept thus frees us from the
passive picture of the child as mere receiver and opens for an integration of sustainability
as a tool for better life quality and self-development. Moreover, it allows for seeing
ESD as something that both can and must be approached already with the youngest
children, as cultural formation is a process that principally can be understood to start
already at birth and in principle never ends (Oodegaard & Kr¸ger, 2012). Furthermore,
as Samuelsson (2011) argues, foundations for knowledge construction as well as attitudes
and values are formed in the early years. She illustrates this by referring to a set of
interviews undertaken with pre-school children in Australia, demonstrating that their
thinking of the state of the world actually connects with the holist concept of SD. They
see links between waste, the well-being of the earth and quality of life for human beings.
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Moreover, this must be seen in relation to their own interests, understandings and cultural
contexts. Childrenís participation will, of course, always entail recognition of their
individual points of view.

The child as citizen

Within the discourse on the competent child, the development of childrenís formal rights
is a central pillar. This is strongly related to the UNCRC and most notably in terms of
ß12 on childrenís right to participation. Although the convention has been ratified by
all UN nations except the United States of America and Somalia, ß12 is highly
controversial, and many countries have used their right to modification on this (Smith,
2008). In the context of Norway, childrenís right to participation has been thoroughly
incorporated in national law in general, and it has become a central principle in juridical
documents regarding kindergartens. The strengthening of childrenís individual rights
has been referred to as a development where children are recognised as citizens (Kjorholt,
2010). However, formal rights are not the same as factual rights, and precisely how this
principle is to be translated into practical terms is vague and thus heavily debated.
Acknowledging children as citizens also serves as a platform for arguing for the
importance of ESD for young children. Although the pedagogical and social imperatives
might be clear, ESD still seems difficult to prioritise in curriculum and strategy plans.
This is contradictive to the inherent ethical implications in the definition of sustainability
as such. SD was initially defined as development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs (World
Commission on Environment and Development [WCED], 1987). Thus, it makes strong
implications on the responsibility of current generations towards the future. Philosophers
have commonly coined the moral responsibility in terms of an imperative resting on
Western countries towards the poorer parts of the world, arguing that we have a negative
moral duty to not make matters worse for the people that are and in the future will be
negatively affected by climate change (Pogge, 2002). This logic bears hold also for
children, not only as representatives for ëfuture generationsí of this intergenerational
justice, but also in terms of the fundamental principles in UNCRC. These include not
only their right to participation but not least the principles of prioritising the best interests
of the child (ß3) and the right to life and development (ß6). There is thus a legal imperative
towards facilitating a sound use of natural resources for new generations, something
which fits straight into the fashionable discussions on childrenís participation in ECE
institutions as well as the case of ESD in ECE.

Discussion

Developing identity and learning for sustainability

Young children do hereunder not merely represent a target-group among others, but
even more so important resources in reaching the goal of integrating a holistic cultural
understanding of SD. Simultaneously, ESD approaches and ways of thinking also have
potentially important contributions for childrenís cultural formation and quality of life
in itself. The currently flashing warning lights of increasing weight and physical health
problems among Western children as well as psychological and cognitive disorders have
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by Louv (2005) been related to the disconnection of children from their natural environ-
ment as a kind of ënature-deficit-disorderí. Psychiatrists have pointed to a possible connec-
tion between childrenís detachment from nature and overprotection, with mental health
challenges such as depression and anxiety. Such alarming developments are contextualised
within core aspects of modern culture. Regardless of the potential relations here, possible
gains of interacting with nature are well documented. Furthermore the thesis that aspects
of modern culture and societal structures have problematic impacts on identity formation
has been coined in many ways, joint by the notion that it makes for insecure children
with its high demands of reflexivity (HoÎm, 1978; Ziehe, 1989; Glaser, 2011).

The need for experiencing correspondence between felt expectations and actual
experiences is what Giddens described as ontological security (1991), denoting a kind
of stable mental state and self-identity. Meaning is hence found in experiencing positive
emotions and by avoiding chaos and anxiety. This is reliant on the individualís ability
to give meaning to her life, which is fundamental for self-confidence and well-being.
Children create meaning and understand their surroundings through processes of auto-
poiesis (Luhmann, 1995), in dialectic interplay with their surroundings. This process is
especially closely connected to the body, as one thinks and experiences through and
with the body. Yet, for children this pre-reflexive epistemology is completely dominating
their experiences (Merleau-Ponty, 1984). Furthermore, in contrast with adults, young
children have a generally gestalt-orientated epistemological sense that is lost somewhere
along their socialisation process toned towards the specialisation of modern society
(Jakobsen, 2005). Seeing nature and culture as detached spheres are hereunder stages in
an ëunnaturalí process of learning to see oneself as external to nature. Empirical studies
support this notion that understanding inherent connections in nature is an ability that
is developed at an early age (Phenice & Griffore, 2003). This is integrated with childrenís
moral self development. Children show concern for their natural surroundings already
before they experience acknowledgement of their self-identity, and the experience of
acting morally is part of creating an understanding of oneself as a moral agent with
capabilities. Numerous studies implicates that a positive environmental ethical attitude
is deeply interconnected with early play in and interplay with nature (Chawla, 1988).
Hence, internalising sustainability as intrinsic part of moral agency is something that
should and, perhaps also must, start during the years of kindergarten and pre-school.

Feeling at peace in a protected place

The fractured and unstable characteristics of modern identity formation have led to
acknowledgement of our disembeddedness from place (Giddens, 1991) as a representative
for ontological security. The externalist ideas of knowledge and nature have not least
been severely challenged by the physical realities of the environment literally ëmoving
closerí.

In fact modern man for a long time believed that science and technology
had freed him from a direct dependence on places. This belief has proved an
illusion; pollution and environmental chaos have suddenly appeared as a
frightening nemesis, and as a result the problem of place has regained its
true importance (Schulz, 1984, p. 19).
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This is related to the cognitive challenge of grasping the realities of environmental issues
in their essentially global character and its associated problems of placing cause and
effects on a comprehensible scale. Reality is that for most people it is far to Greenland
and a long time until 2050. Place-oriented pedagogies are thus needed so that the educa-
tion of citizens might have some direct bearing on the well-being of the social and
ecological places people actually inhabit (Gruenewald, 2003). Place is, in the phenome-
nological sense, understood as particular lived place-worlds of human beings (Birkeland,
2011). It involves both the subjective and objective forms of the world around the
individual human being, and, in relation to childrenís development, this is in pheno-
menological terms described as the lifeworld. Place thus becomes a qualitative, total
phenomenon that cannot be reduced to its individual, material pieces. It can be described
as dwelling or ìbeing at peace in a protected placeî (Schulz, 1984, p. 22). In this view,
place is related to modern identity formation, stimulating ontological security. Local
surroundings and places can become links between childrenís harmonious cultural
formation and SD. The importance of taking the local as point of departure in strategies
for SD is embedded in the concept from its first official documents and definitions.
Ideas of local action and global impacts are bearing principles in the UN global action
plan ìAgenda 21î (United Nations Committee on Education and Development [UNCED],
1992). The local place, or the bioregion, can stimulate attention and identification with
the web of life at all levels (OíSullivan, 1999). Samuelsson (2011) makes clear how the
understandings children have of sustainability at a young age are interconnected with
their immediate contexts. The children interviewed about the state of the world in
Australia, thus related it to bush fires and koala bears.

The importance of place in the existential way is where fundamental insights can
be added from deep ecology. The ontological theory of Arne Naess and the basis for
deep ecology is based on the holist idea that ìeverything is connected to everythingî
(Naess, 1999, p. 15), in opposition to the atomistic picture permeating the modern
mechanistic world view. The insight that human beings cannot separate their selves
from the greater whole of the world is not to be understood as neither relative nor
subjective, but rather as a way of theorising the intrinsic relationality of all things (Diehm,
2006). One could here object that deep ecology is explicitly non-anthropocentric and
thus seemingly not compatible with pedagogy, which unalterably has human beings as
end. This is also at the root of the barriers for obtaining the goals that SD promise, all
the while anthropocentrism is interwoven with the very term. As McShane (2007) writes,
anthropocentrism is the view that the non-human world has value only because, and,
insofar as, it serves human interests. Although it may well appear that deep ecology
ëwipes awayí the self and dismisses it as relations, Naess is on the contrary well sensitive
to the cultural and biological distinctiveness of human beings in more than anything
our ability of self-consciousness. This also gives us a special responsibility towards
other living beings that lack this capacity (Naess, 1999). Moreover, self-realisation is
constantly the ultimate goal for Naess, not as maximisation of oneís narrowly construed
interests or with ëcolossal ego-tripsí, but in the deep recognition of the true depth of the
connection with nature (Diehm, 2006). The core of deep ecology is not a dogmatic
programme, but a committed attitude (Naess, 1999). A motivational structure in this
sense seems logically imperative. Educational practice must dare to acknowledge its
moral aspects, the inherent value rationality where certain modes of action are assigned
inherent value.
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Towards a concept of ecological habitus

If stopping at individual identity formation, there is little room for the talk of social
change which ESD brings with it. This is also true when considering the link between
individual development and societal aspects inherent in cultural formation. How may
then the ontological insights gained from the gestalt thinking of deep ecology be integrated
with a theory of practical action that also can bear meaning for pedagogies? Although
vastly criticised and accused for being a sort of theoretical deus ex machina (Lizardo,
2004), Pierre Bourdieuís concept of habitus have a lot to offer in this regard. The notion
of autopoeisis makes it logically impossible to form children in instrumental ways;
because we cannot predict the outcome of the self-creating processes of each individual.
The modern mechanistic paradigm is here not just ëuntrueí in the Naessian logic, it has
also been argued to alienate and estrange human beings from their true nature. The
instrumental and individualist logic eradicates authenticity and pulls human beings away
from their true selves. This can thus be seen in connection with childrenís possible
inharmonious self-development (Nyeng, 2000).

Bourdieu illustrates the social aspects of relationality. With him, the body is situated
in social fields, and individual acts of perception (noesis) are made against a background
of existing categories of thought (noemata) incorporated in the body. The body is in the
world but, importantly, the social world is also in the body (Bourdieu, 1984). Habitus
is commonly misunderstood to represent an objective, reductionist element, leading
Bourdieu into the trap of structuralism and determinism that he so explicitly sought to
avoid. However, this is to disregard the way the concept allows for going beyond a
phenomenological focus of the lived experience of the social world and point to the
correspondence between objective and internalised structures (Bourdieu, 1990). One
might actually describe this approach as a ëcognitive sociologyí (Lizardo, 2004), as
there is an association between social structures and mental structures. Such a cognitive
sociology hence pays attention to the historical development of schemata of perception.
Here childrenís individual development and the movement of society at large towards
SD can meet. Cognitive and social structural developments are dialectic and continuously
ongoing processes, where the objective social structures are translated through individual
processes of self-development. The basic idea is that when SD becomes integral in the
cultural formation of children, it will eventually influence the structures of our society
through their choices of better practices, and the structures will again foster sustainable
practices and so forth. It will eventually become a ëgood circleí.

Habitus is made up by capital, and Bourdieu emphasises how capital is related to
the potential in having a lasting network and relations marked by mutual recognition
(1986). This can be related to human interaction with nature, which seems to be morally
guided by exactly a sense of reciprocity and duration (Chawla, 1988). By suggesting the
idea of ecological habitus and ecological capital, we allow for theorising this further.
Capital is internalised in the semi-reflexive habitus as generative structure or dispositions
for practical action (Bourdieu, 1990). Understood this way, habitus comprises both
restrictions to and ability for practical agency. This sheds light to the idea that children
who interact with nature from an early age, are more prone to develop positive environ-
mental attitudes as adults (Broch, 2004). The dispositions of habitus are persistent, but
not absolute, and the main formative period is early childhood. Moreover, they are
bodily embedded. This is why it is fundamental to integrate SD into childrenís develop-
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ment of ecological habitus already in the earliest years. Moreover, the concept transcends
a focus on accumulation of abstract knowledge, as it emphasises practical action and
competencies and possibilities for action. Hence there is a focus on mastery and the
possibilities which include social relations as well as the physical environment. An appro-
priate allegory here is the common idea in social anthropology of coping and the human
bricoleur, who lives in accord with and simultaneously manages to advantage from her
environment (Croll & Parkin, 1992). This is an argument for making the complex
issues of SD core in ECE, to foster the creativity and interest of young children and
stimulate their cultural formation. As some may argue that we make children scared or
feel guilty about the ecological crisis and global injustice, the exact opposite is actually
done when they are given the understanding and experience that they can influence and
think about new ways themselves (Samuelsson, 2011).

Although at some points operating in different scientific realms, both Bourdieu
(1990) and Naess (1999) can be seen to have in common an opposition to views that
distinguish between reality as experienced and reality independent of our existence.
This might be the most important theoretical premise and insight for obtaining pedagogies
adequate for implementing ESD in ECE. The modern mechanistic paradigm is based on
the Galilean divide between the primary and secondary qualities of things and nature,
where nature is allowed to be, firstly, something in itself and apart from us and, secondly,
something human beings experience as subjects towards objects (Diehm, 2006). Here
lies much of the root of the logic which invariably lets us see the value of nature as
instrumental and thus can leave ESD with the mere ëprotection of natureí logic. Outdoor
kindergartens can serve as examples on how good efforts are stuck in a romantic view
of nature as something out there, wild nature as a radically different context from the
ordinary everyday life. The idea is that being outside is ëgood for childrení. This is an
example of environmental education as education in the environment, again leaving
out education for. This notion of nature as ëthe thing in itselfí is in both the Naessian
and the Bourdieuian logic an abstraction. While deep ecology serves important ontolo-
gical premises for ESD, establishing the idea of ecological habitus can serve as a move
towards more practical, pedagogic tools. It constitutes the difference between education
aiming at behaviour modification and education aiming at action competence and, in
the societal sense, a shift of focus from human beings as consumers of goods and infor-
mation to active and capable citizens. The ideology of making resource use serve the
quality of life rather than the economic standard of living as generally promoted by
consumerism has its clear parallel in the case of children. We must make pedagogy
serve the quality of life of children and not only be steered by market mechanisms of the
modern, economist logic.

Concluding reflections

Through this article, a legitimatising basis for why ESD should not overlook ECE has
been outlined in the context of Norway. It has become clear that there are moral impe-
ratives for including the youngest children in the work towards SD, and pedagogical
implications for how the process of cultural learning can gain from perspectives of
sustainability have been pointed out. A social learning perspective is suggested integrated
through applying the concept of ecological habitus. However, the theoretical construction
must be further investigated with insights from further empirical enquiry.
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Further responses to the challenges of implementing ESD into ECE should include
research capacity building, in order to improve capacity on the subject, creating interna-
tional networks and stimulating and initiating further initiatives and funding (Davis,
2009). Moreover, a particularly important aspect is to take research into professional
learning and hence look further into the conditions of ESD in teacher education related
to ECE. This is quite interesting in the context of Norway, as a new framework plan for
kindergarten teacher education is currently being implemented. The major novelty of
the plan is a reorganisation of traditional scientific disciplines into practically oriented,
interdisciplinary fields of knowledge. This corresponds well with core ideas of ESD, at
least theoretically, and might represent a fruitful context for developing a better under-
standing of what ESD can represent for ECE.

Nevertheless, there seems to be a common ground fusing the emerging new under-
standing of children as democratic citizens and agents and the urgent need for taking
SD into practice. The challenge is to gain recognition for ECE as an imperative starting
point.
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